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Calendar of Numismatic Events

April 18-20 
June 19-21 
August 5-8 
August 17-22

PNNA Convention - Olympic Hotel, Seattle, Wash. 
COIN (International) Convention - Los Angeles 
CNA Convention - Halifax 
ANA Convention - St. Louis

President'8 Message

January, and another year is upon us. I hope the one that is past has been a 
good one and that the new one will be happy, prosperous and educational.

I say the educational with a purpose because this is the real basis of our hobby. 
Since the years of the "bag and roll traders", we have moved back toward our real 
purpose. One thing that impresses me as I visit clubs in our northwest is the 
number of juniors attending and taking part in the meetings. I hope this trend 
continues.

Yes, 1970 will be another year to learn about such things as scrip from our own 
northwest area. This will be the featured item in our PNNA News this year starting 
with next issue. Scrip of Idaho, Oregon, and Washington will be listed. In case 
you wish to dig further, you might try as reference "Depression Scrip of the United 
States" by Kappen and Mitchell or the Federal Brand catalogs of the Lazar 
collection.

Dale Crawford, Pres.

PNNA Convention

As listed above in the Calendar the PNNA Convention will be held on April 18-20 
at the Olympic Hotel in Seattle. The convention will open at 10:00 A.M. daily. 
Exhibitors will be able to start setup at 9:00 A.M. Dealers wishing bourse space 
please contact Clarence Heppner, 1331 - 3rd Ave., Jones Bldg - Room 203, Seattle, 
Wash. 98101. This is a Saturday through Monday convention. Dealers will have 
both full days of the weekend and Monday is the long shopping day in downtown 
Seattle.

Coin Articles

This month we conclude the listing of PNNA medals and next month will begin a 
checklist of all Depression scrip issued in the area. Readers are asked to make 
additions or corrections to our lists. We have had an addition to our PNNA list 
of last issue. It is added to this issue's concluding article. We have on file 
a catalog of Alaska-Yukon 1909 Fair items. Has any reader compiled a list of 
Lewis and Clark items he will share with us? In any event the PNNA membership 
has us well supplied with articles. We only hope to run them in some semblance 
of order. We would like to keep scrip and fair items together, etc.

Exhibitors

We are promised several outstanding exhibits for the PNNA Convention, 
prepare a display of your own to help educate other collectors and inform the 
public about numismatics.

Why not



Pacific Northwest Numismatic Association Medals - a listing (Cont'd.)

1967 No convention

1968 24th Spokane Feb. 2-4, 1968 Wood 37mm.

This piece was issued as one of a set of three wooden nickels. Two bear 
the name of the host club the Inland Empire Coin Club as host to the PNNA. 
Only one of the set is the official piece - the one with the PNNA around 
the edge but since you got all three in a package deal you can consider 
all three official if you like.

1969 25th Eugene April 25-27, 1969 White metal 38mm

Host Club - the Eugene Coin Club. The reverse bears the PNNA design.

1970 26th Seattle April 18-20, 1970 White metal 38mm

Design not final at this time. Reverse will be the PNNA design.

Other PNNA Pieces

1961 Wooden pieces bearing the legend Sea-U in Seattle in 1962.
This was an advertising piece for the 1961 Spokane convention inviting 
people to attend Seattle the next year.

Two wooden pieces given out at the 1964 Portland convention advertising 
the 1965 Yakima convention.
Difference is in stock reverse designs - one a buffalo and the other an 
Indian.

1964
Both say Plan to Come - Fun in the Sun, etc.

1965 Wooden piece good for a ride to Fort Simcoe which was a tour for conven
tioneers at the Yakima convention. Fare was $2.00.

1965 1965 was the 25th year of the PNNA. 
show held in Centralia that year.
Permission was given by the PNNA to the local club to use the PNNA name in 
advertising the anniversary, 
silver (175 struck) and the other copper.

A banquet was held during the coin 
All old time PNNA members were recognized.

There are two medals - same dies - one in

1962 An encased cent. No information available. The legend has the wording 
Seattle World Fair and also PNNA Convention. Permission was not obtained 
from either group for use of their names. Piece is horseshoe shape. 
Information wanted.

1969 Three wooden nickels, 
day of the show, 
were admission tickets to the show, 
for 50c.

Two varieties of each.
Pieces with rims the same color as the printed legend

They could be spent at dealers tables 
Pieces without colored rims were sold in sets for souvenirs.

These are dated for each

Additions

1959 The folder listed in the last issue comes in three colors. Red, brown, and 
green. The inside 1959 cent is identical in all three holders.

■



Pattern and Presentation pieces

A 34mm blank planchet was used as a presentation piece (maybe 1955?) 

Official medal in silver - two struck for presentation

1949

1950

Official medal in aluminum - a pattern. Unique1950

Official medal in copper - a pattern. Unique

Die trial in lead uniface of obverse (date side) - Unique

1952

1962

Die trial in lead uniface of reverse (PNNA design) - Unique 
This die differs from that officially adopted in that the letters PNNA on 
the bottom are not as prominent, 
striking and the letters strengthened.

1962

The die was corrected after this trial

Official medal in a rose-colored bronze - a pattern. 
About a dozen struck.

1964

It is an interesting series in that it 
Different metals, wood, encased postage.

But most of all the collection is a

This concludes the listing of PNNA pieces, 
includes such a variety of materials, 
plastic, and different designs and shapes, 
reminder of sociability, fellowship and friends in days gone by.

National Bank Notes

Just a short resume of what denominations are known from the area.

$1000 would be a fair priceStart looking.Idaho Territory - No notes known.
for a specimen if found.

Idaho State - 2nd Charter Brown Back - only the $10 known.
The 2nd and 3rd issue of the Second

charter period unknown. Third charter Red Seal unknown. 
Oregon State - First Charter. Only the $10 and $20 of one bank known to exist

the First National Bank of Pendleton (//2630)

Does any reader know
which bank or banks?

The Second Charter 3rd issue unknown.
Washington Territory - Only $5 and $10 Second charter Brown backs known to exist. 
Washington State - Only $5 notes known of the First charter period.

Second Charter 3rd issue unknown.

Other Paper Honey

A collector now deceased is known to have had some Washington Territory Warrants# 
Does anyone have any information on them? Photos or sources of information 
sought. Can you help?

Next issue we begin a checklist of Depression scrip issued in the period from 
about 1931 to 1934 or 35.

-M
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PNNA Convention - Olympic Hotel, Seattle, Wash.April 18-20

April 18 10:00 A.M. Convention Opens 
7:30 P.M. Educational Forum 

Speakers: MAURICE GOULD, Pres. OIN 
RALPH MITCHELL, Pres.TAMS

8:30 A.M. Awards Breakfast 
9:30 A.M. PNNA Meeting 

12:00 Noon Club Representatives Luncheon 
2:00 P.M. Token Collectors Conference 
7:00 P.M. PNNA Officers Meeting

April 19

April 20 5:00 P.M. Convention Closes

Glenn Rome, Exhibit Chairman 
P.0. Box U6071 
Seattle, Wash. 98l**6 
1331 - 3rd Ave. Jones Bldg. 
Room 203, Seattle, Wash. 98101

Applications for Exhibitors:

For Bourse Information: Clarence Heppner,

Convention Report

We have been fortunate this year to get some really distinguished speakers for the 
educational forum. Maurice Gould is President of OIN, was the author of the Whitman 
books on Alaska, Hawaii, and Porto Rico, and is a nationally syndicated coin columnist. 
Ralph (Curly) Mitchell is President of TAMS, and author of The Depression Script of 
the United States. Timely in that this issue we have a check list of the material he 
is interested in. Ralph is currently the West Coast representative for the Franklin 
Mint. Maury is the representative for the 99 company. Come hear these interesting 
gentlemen at the forum and if you are a token collector they will be at the Token 
Conference also.

Presidents Message

April is PNNA convention month and there is still time to plan the trip to Seattle. 
Byron Johnson, general chairman, with his capable committee has prepared an out
standing annual show for all at the Olympic Hotel. There will be educational meetings 
and forum, displays from all over the northwest and dealers with the traditional 
and the unusual. This is an excellant chance to greet old friends and make new ones 
that are also interested in our wonderful hobby. With this last message as president 
I would like to thank my officers for their time and help and a special bouquet to 
Byron Johnson for the many hours he has spent creating the PNNA News Letter. See 
Byron or me at the show to renew your membership and keep the News coming, or send 
your $2.00 to me at P.0. Box 1213 Eugene, OR* 97^01& I will send you a complete show 
kit.

Dale Crawford, President



DEPRESSION SCRIP ISSUED IN THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST — A Checklist

This is a checklist of emergency money issued during the Depression of the 1930*s. 
Since there is a catalog in preparation by Ralph Mitchell and Charles Kappen 
there will be no history on the individual pieces. For members wishing further 
information on issues you are referred to the Lazar sale catalogs issued by 
Federal Brand and the Totem Topics issued by the Northwest Token and Medal 
Society.

IDAHO

denomination not knownBoise Farmer-Labor Exchange
Natural Development Assfn. Unit No. IT 

50, 100, 250, 50$, $1
$5, $10, $20

Charles H. Hahn, $5, $10, $20
Lewiston Morning Tribune (Community Service Bureau - 

Tacoma, Wash.) $1

Boise
Idaho Falls

Walter H. Bristol,Lewiston

$5, $10, $20
Natural Development Ass'n. Unit No. 8 

5<t>, 100, 250, 500, $1 
Natural Development Ass'n. Unit No. 13 

50, 100, 250, 500, $1 
Natural Development Ass'n. Unit No. 7 

50, 100, 250, 500, $1 
Natural Development Ass'n. Unit No. 15 

50, 100, 250, 500, $1 
Weiser Irrigation District $1

n Prairie Flour Mills
Montpelier

Pocatello

Preston

Twin Falls

Weiser

OREGON

Albany Scrip Ass'n. 250, 500, $1, $5 
A Sternberg Saddlery 100, 250, $1 
Astorian Evening Budget $1 
Chamber of Commerce 100 
Chamber of Commerce 500, $1 
The Oregon Cavemen, Inc. 250, 500, $1 
Heppner Sheepskin Committee

50 (2 varieties), 250, 500, $1, $5 all paper 
250, 500, $1, $5 all leather 

Washington County 250, 500, $1, $5, $10 
Association of the Unemployed 100, 500, $1, $5 
City Council 1st Issue 500, $1, $2.50, $5, $10 

2nd Issue 250, 500, $1, $5, $10 
City Scrip 250, 500, $1, $5 
Commercial Ass'n. 250, 500, $1 
Multnomah County Treasurer 250, 500, $1, $5 
Portland Clearing House Ass'n. $1, $5, $10, $20 
Chamber of Commerce 250, $1, $2.50 
American Legion 250, 500, $1 
Chamber of Commerce $1, $2, $5 
Sentinel-Mist Scrip 500, $1, $2, $5

Albany
it

Astoria

Enterprise 
Grants Pass 
Heppner

Hillsboro 
Medford 
North Bend

Pendleton 
Pilot Rock 
Portland

it

Reedsport 
Silverton 
St. Helens



WASHINGTON

No. 1 Tacoma 25$, $1
No. 2 Seattle 25$, $1
No. 3 Olympia 25$, $1, $2, $5
No. 5 Wapato 25$

Chamber of Commerce 5$ paper 
Blaine Relief Ass’n 5$, 10$, 25$, 50$, $1 wood 

(these come with both written & printed numbers) 
Centralia Daily Chronicle 25$, 50$, $1, $5 paper 
The Angeles Co-Operative Creamery 
Liberty Party 25$ paper 
Deer Park Lumber Co. $5 paper 
American Legion Post 165 25$, 50$, $1 - fishskin paper

Community Service Bureau

Almira
Blaine

Centralia 
Clallam County 
Cowlitz County 
Deer Park 
Friday Harbor 
Grays Harbor 

County 
Hoquiam

$1 paper

Associated Banks of $1, $5, $10, $20 paper
Gilett Drug Store 1$, 2$, 3$, ^$, 5$, 10$, 25$, 50$, 1910 type

1$, 2$, 3$, Hy 5$, 10$ 1917 type 
5$, 25$, 50$, $1 paperMerchants Ass’n

Newcastle Mountain Farmer*s Trust 25$ - wood 
Merchants of Kalama 25$. 50$, $1 - paper 
Cowlitz Dairyman’s Ass’n $3, $15, 80 - paper 
Commercial Club $1 - paper 
Biles-Coleman Lumber Co. $1, $5, $10 - paper 
Relief Committee 50$, $1 - paper
Chamber of Commerce 25$, 50$, $1 - paper 
Chamber of Commerce 25$, 50$, $1, $5 - paper 
Treasurer of Rock Island 25$ - paper 
Clearing House Ass’n $1, $5, $10, $20 
Community Builders $1 - paper 
Merchants Ass'n 25$, 50$, $1, $5, $10 - wood 

25$, 50$, $1, $5, $10 - paper 
50$, $1, $5 - paper 

Commercial Creamery $1, - paper
Cowles Publishing-Spokane Chronicle 50$, $5 - paper 
Davenport Hotel 25$, 50$, $1 - paper 

25$, 50$, $1 - paper

Ilwaco
Issaquah
Kalama
Kelso
Okanogan
Omak
Pasco
Peshastin
Raymond
Rock Island
Seattle
Skagit County
South Bend

paper

Spokane Baird-Naudorf

Desert Hotel
Federated Exchange-McClintock Trunkey $2, $5 - Paper
John Graham $1 - paper
Long Lake Lumber Co. $1, $5 - paper
Tull & Gibbs $1 - paper
The New Commonwealth Ass’n $1 - paper
Chamber of Commerce 25$, $1, $5, $10 - paper

(These come with & without endorsement on reverse)
Chamber of Commerce Wood Issues - Dec. 31 25$

Feb. 32 25$, 50$, $1 
Mar. 32 25$, 50$, water

marked
” 32 25$, $1 no watermark
Apr. 32 25$, 50$ $1
May 32 25$, 50$, $1
June 32 25$, 50$
Jul. 32 25$, 50$
Aug. 32 25$
Jan. 33 25$, 50$, $1 
Apr. 33 25$

Tacoma
Tenino

Tenino
Tenino
Waitsburg
Wenatchee
Wenatchee
Woodland

D M Major 5$ - wood - 3 var.
Thurston County Independent 1$,2$,3$, encased postage in wood 
Civic Relief Committee $1 - paper 
Chamber of Commerce paper denom. unknown 
Wenatchee Daily World 25$, 50$, $1 
Town Treasurer

paper
5$, 10$, 25$, 50$ - paper
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3 <pPNNA Officers Elected at Seattle April 19, 1970

President - Gene Kirschten, P.0. Box 1*11, Elgin, Oregon 97827 
V-Pres.
Treas.
Board Members - Dale Crawford, Eugene; Irene Alexander, Spokane;

Les Copan, Vancouver, B.C.; Mark Donner, Seattle;
Dudley McClure, Portland; Martin Kohler, Seattle;
Melvin Carmichael, Klamath Falls; Mary Froreich, Seattle; 
Byron Johnson, Seattle; and Bert Tonsi, New Westminster.

- Marge Farnam, Seattle; Sec.-Jerry Abney, Vancouver, Wn;
- Steve Bibler, Portland;

Coin Article

This month we have a listing of the 1909 Seattle World Fair medals and tokens. 
Corrections and additions are welcome.

President's Message

I would like to thank all of you for the confidence you have placed in me by electing 
me as your President and I sincerely hope that I can do a job for you commensurate 
with that confidence. I would like to thank Dale Crawford, your Past President, for 
his assistance in getting me started and I know that any assistance or advice I 
might request from him will be quickly forthcoming. This also applies to many other 
members of the organization.

I hope that during the forthcoming year, that the hobby, in general, will see an 
upward trend. This, of course, would be a naturally healthy situation for us as it 
would bring increased interest and possibly new and increased membership in our 
organization.

Renewed and increased interest also leads to a quest for Knowledge. To many. Just 
collecting is reward enough in itself, but, the real deep down enjoyment of whatever 
facet you choose to collect can only come from really learning and taking advantage 
of the wide scope of information available to you. Getting the most out of your 
hobby is truly rewarding collecting.

With another year before us, there appear to be some rather sweeping changes suggested 
in the formation of our organization. To some people, some of them might seem quite 
drastic and far reaching but, after some lengthy discussions at the P.N.N.A. Con
vention, it seems that this might be the best course to follow for the best interest 
in the continuing progress and advancement of our organization and for the fulfill
ment of the original aims and purposes for which the P.N.N.A was intended.

As soon as it is completed, a form will be sent to each club in P.N.N.A. territory 
with a questionnaire as to future makeup, programming and financing of the P.N.N.A.
I urge each club to give this questionnaire its fullest consideration and to complete 
and return it as soon as possible. This will help serve as a guide in determining 
the future course of your organization. Through this, we hope to make much more 
educational material more readily available. Many of our clubs are seriously lacking 
in a planned educational program. Also, this would lead to better correlation of 
show dates to help avoid conflicts which have occurred in the past.

Happy collecting and have a good summer everyone, 
you in the next issue.

We'll try to have some more for

Gene M. Kirschten, Pres. PNNA



THE ALASKA YUKON PACIFIC EXPOSITION of 1909

Rather than list medals that have been catalogued we ask you to use the Hibler-Kappen
catalog of So-Called dollars as we make comments on the dollar size medals of the 
AYPE.

HK-353 Some of these pieces were looped and attached to an elaborate ribbon, 
of these pieces have an S stamped on the bottom edge, 
plated ones were made??

All
Maybe some silver-

There are silver-plated HK-35^ or 355 known but none 
And there is no way of knowing when these were plated.seen with a loop.

This piece is believed to be a watch fob with the loop removed, 
on the reverse.

HK-357 No beading
The fob with the loop is fairly common but is usually not

collected as a medal.
HK-360 Part of a set of three pieces, 

of \ dwt. and \ dwt. 
where die varieties are listed.
This piece also exists in solid gold. Only one piece known purchased by 
Kagins at a Central States convention and now in an Alaska collection.
Reported price $1100.
This piece also known in gilt silver. The word silver stamped on the edge.
A similar die was used to strike a watch fob. The fob has no beading on 
the reverse and was made with a loop.
A die variety with 19 rays above the central figure exists. On the reverse 
there are no dots on sides of the word building.
The pictured die also exist in plain edge
A die variety exists of another plain edge piece where there are no branches 
on any of the four trees. Also there is no colon after the word Exposition. 

HK-367 Another die variety reeded edge piece exists. The third tree on obverse has 
one branch on right pointing down. On the pictured piece there are two 
branches on the third tree pointing up.

HK-368 A die variety exists where there appears one branch on the first tree. On 
the reverse there are dots on both sides of the word building.

HK-368a This piece is actually a damaged die and not an error.
Uncirculated pieces show the die damage and you can see that the letter E 
in manufactures is on the die correctly.
Also the die has a dot on both sides of the word building. The piece pictured 
in HK evidently shows a further wearing of the die.

The other two being smaller denominations 
See Burnie or the black cover Whitman book on Alaska

HK-361

HK-363

HK-366

HK-367
HK-367

There also exists a muling of the reverse of HK-353 and the reverse of HK-36U in 
brass.

SMALLER MEDALS

In the black cover Whitman Alaska book is listed a medalet of Chief Seattle, 
piece also comes with a hole for suspension.

This

There is a slightly larger Chief Seattle piece with the legend on obverse Alaska 
Yukon Pacific Exposition Seattle 1909. 2h mm diameter.

There is a 30 mm bronze piece showing the two ships Soya and Aso issued in June 
1909. The ships appear one to a side. The ship Aso flies the Japanese flag.



There is a 32mm bronze Spokane Day, June 25, 1909 piece, 
the Spokane area. Also known in gilt, 
very worn die.

The reverse shows a map of 
Die varieties may exist or pieces from a

The next two pieces have only been seen holed for suspension—

30mm bronze with the three AYPE figures on obverse.
14,526 ft. with a picture of the mountain.

19mm brass with three figures on obverse.

The reverse shows Mt. Rainier

Reverse is monogram AYP.

ENCASED CENTS

35mm A.Y.P. Exposition Seattle 1909 
38mm Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition Seattle -1909- 
38mm Same except period after both Exposition and Seattle 
Horseshoe shape A.Y.P. Expo. Souvenir of Seattle 1909 
Chamberpot shape - looking at legend side handle is to right 
Chamberpot shape - looking at legend side handle is to left

MERCHANT TOKENS

34mm copper. Harry Eaton $1 in trade The obverse shows two standing figures - a 
blacksmith and a miner joining hands.
24mm brass. Gold Camp Saloon Dance Hall & Gambling House 
30mm brass. United Cigars. Obverse AYP monogram and dates 
32mm copper, (maybe bronze). The Lotus 305 Pike St.

WATCH FOBS

Similar to HK-357 but different die - blank reverse

These are
Then they try and sell the pieces as

There are several types of fobs with several sections joined by links, 
sometimes broken up and the loops removed, 
medals.

EMBOSSED COINS

1909 Half dollars were struck from the reverse and pushed into a die showing the
Similar to the coins today offered, with a Liberty head raisedthree AYPE figures.

above the coin. A pin was then attached to the reverse so it could be worn.

MEDALLIONS

63mm gilt silver. Obverse shows figures similar to HK-361. 
for engraving. Mayer & Bros makers.

The reverse has room

They differ in the
The obverses

Three types all struck in bronze metal, 
saying gold, the second silver, and the third bronze.

The gold and silver ones were first
These

76mm Award medals, 
reverse - one 
are identical. Engraver or designer Ziegler.
engraved with the winners names and then plated with the appropriate metal.

Bronze medals with winners names are more common. There are manyare scarce, 
unengraved ones offered for sale.

JEWELRY

There are many pieces - hatpins, tie pins, etc. made from the small gold AYPE pieces 
like HK-360 and the h and \ dwt. These will not be listed but are a source of 
pieces appearing with solder on them.

I
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